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A complete set of quasi-local conservation equations is de-
rived from the vacuum Einstein’s equations in the canonical
(2,2)-formalism of general relativity. It is shown that one of
these equations is quasi-local energy conservation equation.
In the asymptotic region of asymptotically flat spacetimes, the
proposed quasi-local energy and energy-flux integral agrees
with the standard Bondi energy and Bondi energy-flux, re-
spectively. In spherically symmetric spacetimes, the proposed
quasi-local energy coincides with the Misner-Sharp energy.
Then we apply the quasi-local energy conservation equation
to the event horizon of a generic black hole, and nd that
it agrees with the well-known conservation equation on the
event horizon. We discuss the remaining quasi-local conser-
vation equations briefly.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 04.20.Fy, 04.20.-q, 04.30.-w
I. INTRODUCTION AND KINEMATICS
In general relativity there have been many attempts
to derive quasi-local gravitational energy [1{6], since it
contains useful informations regarding future develop-
ment of a bounded region of a spacetime. Recall that
in the Newtonian theory, the conservation of momentumP
~p = const: immediately follows from the Newton’s
third law, which is no more than the consistency con-
dition implementing the second law. In general relativ-
ity, the consistency conditions for evolution are already
incorporated into the Einstein’s equations via the con-
straint equations, from which global conservation laws
were found.
The purpose of this Letter is to show that, from the
Einstein’s equations, one can nd a stronger form of the
conservation laws, namely, quasi-local conservation laws,
and that these conservation equations form a complete
set in the sense that they are obtained directly from the
four \constraint equations". In this derivation we shall
use the (2,2)-formalism of general relativity [7{9] adapted
to a specic coordinate system [10{12].
Let us start from the following line element
ds2 = −2dudv − 2hdu2 + eab
(










where +;− stands for u; v, respectively. The surface u =
const: is an out-going null hypersurface, and the surface
v = const: is either a timelike or a spacelike hypersurface,
depending on the signature of 2h. The intersection of two
surfaces u; v = const: denes a spacelike two-surface N2,
for which we introduce two coordinates ya(a = 2; 3), and
ab is the conformal 2-metric on N2 satisfying
det ab = 1: (2)
Notice that v is an ane parameter of the null vector








which rules the null surface u = const: If we further as-
sume A a− = 0, then the metric (1) becomes identical to
the Newman-Unti metric [13]. In this Letter, however,
we shall retain the A a− eld, since its presence will make
the gauge theory aspect of the formalism transparent.
The spacetime integral I0 of the scalar curvature of the
metric (1) can be written as
I0 =
Z
du dv d2y L0 + surface integral; (4)










eabcd(D+ac)(D−bd) + eR2 − 2e(D−h)(D−)
−he(D−)2 + 12he
abcd(D−ac)(D−bd): (5)
Here R2 is the scalar curvature of N2, and
F a+− = @+A
a
− − @−A a+ − [A+; A−]aL; (6)
D = @ − [A; ]L; (7)
Dh = @h− [A; h]L; (8)
Dab = @ab − [A; ]Lab; (9)
where [A; ]L is the Lie derivative of  along the vector
eld A := A a @a. (For more on notations, see [11,12].)
In addition to the eight equations of motion that fol-
low from (4) by variations, there are two equations as-
sociated with the partial gauge-xing of the spacetime
metric to (1). These equations, from which two quasi-
local conservation equations are shown to follow, are ob-
tained by varying the Einstein-Hilbert action before the
1
gauge-xing condition is introduced. They are found to
be [12]













































II. A COMPLETE SET OF QUASI-LOCAL
CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
The above equations, being rst-order in D− deriva-
tives, should be regarded as \constraint equations" as-
sociated with the partial gauge-xing of the spacetime
dieomorphisms. Thus, in this formalism, the natural
vector eld which denes the evolution is @−. Then
the momenta I = fh; ; a; abg conjugate to qI =






h = −2e(D−); (13)
 = −2e(D−h)− 2he(D−) + e(D+); (14)
a = e2abF b+−; (15)
ab = heacbd(D−cd)− 12e
acbd(D+cd); (16)
where ab is traceless since
abDab = 0; (17)
which follows from the condition (2). Let us dene the
\Hamiltonian" function H0 as
H0 := I@−qI − L0: (18)
It is found to be

























Ca = D+Pa − P@a + @aP − Ph@ah− P bc@abc
+@b(P bcac) + @c(P bcab)− @a(P bcbc): (21)
In terms of these rst-order variables the equations (10)
and (11) can be written as
(i0) abD+ab + D+ − hD+h
−@+









D+ + 2he−abb + 2ab@bh

= 0; (22)
(ii0) H − @+h + @a





In addition, we have two other rst-order equations
Ca = 0; (24)
which one can obtain either from H0 by varying with re-
spect to A a− or directly from the Einstein-Hilbert action
[9,11]. The equations (22), (23) and (24) are precisely
the four \constraint equations" which we are concerned
with in this Letter.
Notice that the equations (22) and (23) are of the di-
vergence type. If we multiply the equation (24) by a
u-independent but otherwise arbitrary function a such
that
@+
a = 0; (25)
then the resulting equation is also of the divergence type.
The integrals of these equations over N2, which we now
assume compact, yield, after a suitable normalization,








































h h + 2eD+

+ E0; (29)




d2y h + P 0; (30)




d2y (aa) + L0: (31)
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Here $ is the Lie derivative along the eld  := a@a,
and E0, P 0, and L0 are undetermined subtraction terms.
In regions of a spacetime where @=@u is timelike, these
equations form a complete set of quasi-local conservation
laws, relating the instantaneous rates of changes in two-
surface integrals at a given u-time to the associated net
flux integrals. Notice that u is an arbitrary time function.
III. QUASI-LOCAL ENERGY AND
ENERGY-FLUX
The equations (26), (27), and (28) are in fact quasi-
local energy, momentum, and angular momentum con-
servation equations, respectively [14]. But in this Letter
we shall concentrate on quasi-local energy and energy-







where A is the area of N2. To satisfy (26), however,
the area must be non-expanding along @=@u. This is a
restriction to otherwise arbitrary time function u, and
may be regarded as a quasi-local version of the standard
Bondi coordinate condition at the null innity.
In asymptotically flat spacetimes, the metric becomes





du2 + v2dΩ2 (33)
as v !1, and @=@u is asymptotic to the timelike Killing
vector eld. In general, the energy-flux across a two-
surface is given by the energy-momentum tensor T0+,
which is of the form
T0+  @+: (34)
The integrand of the r.h.s. of (26) is precisely of this
form, and we therefore expect that it represents the grav-
itational energy-flux across N2. Then the l.h.s. of (26)
should represent the instantaneous rate of change in the
gravitational energy of the region enclosed by N2. The
flux integral in general does not have a denite sign, since
it includes the energy-flux carried by the in-coming as
well as the out-going gravitational waves. But in the
asymptotically flat region, the flux integral turns out to
be negative-denite, representing the physical situation
that there is no in-coming flux coming from the innity.
In the asymptotic region of asymptotically flat space-
times, let us show that the equation (26) reduces to the
standard Bondi mass-flux relation [15]. The asymptotic















































A a+ = O(
1
v




where ; ; γ, and m are arbitrary functions of (u; #; ’).








dΩ m(u; #; ’); (41)
where m(u; #; ’) is the Bondi mass aspect of the asymp-
totically flat radiating spacetime. Using these fall-o con-
ditions, it is easy to nd that the equation (26) becomes
d
du
EB(u) = − 132
I
dΩ v2abcd(@+ac)(@+bd)  0;
(42)
which is precisely the Bondi mass-loss formula. The r.h.s.
of the integral is a bilinear of gravitational current jab,
jab = 
ac@+bc; (43)
representing the traceless shear degrees of freedom of the
gravitational eld.
Let us now consider a spherical ball of radius v lled
with a perfect fluid with energy density (v). The Ein-
stein’s equations are modied by the presence of the fluid,
and the solution is given by
ds2 = −2dudv − 2h(v)du2 + v2dΩ2; (44)
where







If we choose the subtraction term as in (32), the quasi-
local energy E(v) associated with a two-sphere S2 of ra-
dius v becomes precisely the Misner-Sharp energy [18,19]
E(v) = m(v); (47)
which includes the negative gravitational binding energy.
It is also possible to apply this formalism to black holes,
and obtain quasi-local energy of an event horizon and
energy-flux that goes into the black hole. For this prob-
lem, it is appropriate to use the following metric adapted
to the in-going null vector eld,
ds2 = +2dudv − 2hdu2 + eab
(











On the event horizon H where 2h = 0, the quasi-local
















EH := − 18
I
H
d2y (eD+) + E0H; (50)
where  := D−hjH is the surface gravity on H. This is
precisely the conservation equation discussed intensively
in [20]. Notice that when the subtraction term E0H is
chosen as zero, the quasi-local energy of the event horizon
is negative, and becomes zero when the equilibrium state
is reached. Details of this derivation will be presented
elsewhere [14].
IV. DISCUSSIONS
In summary we derived a complete set of quasi-local
conservation equations from the Einstein’s equations. In
particular, we have shown that one of the quasi-local
conservation equations reproduces the Bondi mass-flux
relation in the asymptotic region of asymptotically flat
spacetimes, and that the proposed quasi-local energy
coincides with the Misner-Sharp energy for the spher-
ically symmetric fluid in a nite region. Unlike other
proposals of quasi-local gravitational energies, our ex-
pression is canonical, since it was obtained directly from
the Einstein’s equations written in the rst-order (2,2)-
formalism. From the viewpoint of the correspondence
principle, our derivation is particularly satisfactory since
the quasi-local conservation equations in this formalism
come from the \consistency equations", as in the Newto-
nian theory.
It seems appropriate to mention that the equation (27)
is a kind of the Euler equation [21]. The r.h.s., as given in
(20), is at most quadratic in the conjugate momenta I ,
and assumes the form of momentum-flux of a fluid. From
this point of view, terms quadratic in I are responsible
for direct momentum transfer, terms linear in I may be
regarded as viscosity terms, and terms independent of
I as pressure terms. The equation (28) is also in the
canonical form, since the r.h.s. is of the form
I$qI ; (51)
representing the angular momentum-flux associated with
the vector eld a. Analysis of the quasi-local momentum
and angular momentum conservation equations will be
treated in detail in a separate paper [14].
A nal remark concerns with quantum gravity. By
replacing the conjugate momenta I with
I ! −i 
qI
(52)
in (29), (30), and (31), one can obtain a set of functional















when the subtraction term is zero. It seems important
to explore these functional equations in situations where
quantum gravity eects are expected to be dominant, for
example, near black holes.
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